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Slack Industrial Economy Shows Hopeful Signs

The S&P 500 first closed above 2,100 on 2/17/15.
Exactly six months later on 8/17/15, the S&P 500 was seek-
ing to hold that level. The market is stalled because the
economy is stalled, or rather bifurcated. While the consumer
economy is doing better, early-recovery momentum in the
industrial economy has waned.

The headwinds facing the industrial economy are well-
documented, and include dollar strength that it is hammer-
ing multinational companies’ competitiveness and energy
sector weakness that is hitting capital spending. Other is-
sues include yuan devaluations that underscore the shaky
state of China’s economy and “minor” woes from renewed
fighting in the Ukraine to Japan’s declining GDP.

The tailwinds are also well-understood, however, and
they could be keeping the economy and stock market from
executing a deeper dive. The U.S. economy continues to
add jobs at about a 225,000 monthly rate; wages are going
higher; and consumers are funneling wage gains and gaso-
line savings into durable goods, including homes and cars.

STILL A TALE OF TWO ECONOMIES
The trouble with the consumer doing (relatively) well is that
consumer-economy expansion has not been enough to in-
vigorate GDP to the 3% growth rate consistent with sus-
tained expansion. Amid headline 2% growth, the private
economy grew at a roughly 3% rate during 2012-2013, as
government downsized and declined as a share of gross
domestic product. But now government activity is closer to
normal and still GDP is anemic.

Moreover, it is that headline number and not an ad-
justed number that will dominate discussion in the next year
and a half. In fact, GDP will be topic one as a dozen and a
half Republican Presidential candidates try to offer differ-
entiated prescriptions for growth, as they collectively work
to unseat the party now occupying the White House.
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The U.S. consumer economy is somewhat insulated
from the broader global economy, but that can’t last forever.
Even if U.S. consumers can carry on for a few quarters re-
gardless of global trends, U.S. GDP growth will continue to
underperform its potential in the absence of expansion in the
industrial economy.

A few recent data points from the industrial economy,
ranging from factory orders to inventories to industrial pro-
duction, suggest that companies are beginning to adapt to
the era of strong dollar and weak oil. That said, the industrial
economy still remains a key risk to GDP expansion in 2H15.

CONSUMER ECONOMY REMAINS SHARP
We think expansion in the consumer economy is both real
and sustainable. Even though millennials are taking longer
than average to buy homes, we expect overall housing activ-
ity to continue growing. We look for a continued strong trend
in automotive sales. Both these industries not only express
consumer confidence, they create more jobs in a virtuous
cycle that is “made in the USA.”

June personal income rose a healthy and hearty 0.4%,
better than the consensus outlook and extending a like gain
from May. In a notable sign of “trickle-down” from cheap
gas, disposable income rose a slightly better 0.5%. While
lots of factors contributed to the income gain, the biggest
single factor is rising wages & salaries. The Fed keeps an
eye on this data when formulating rate policy, given that in-
comes fuel the spending that drives two-thirds of GDP.

June consumer spending, however, edged up just 0.2%,
missing the 0.4% consensus call and representing the meek-
est percentage gain in four months. Granted this comes off a
(downwardly revised) 0.7% gain for May. While economy
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bears interpret this disconnect between income and spending
data as driven by mounting worries among heads of house-
hold, bulls read the disconnect as consumers “keeping powder
dry” for additional big ticket purchases in the fall.

All aspects of July nonfarm payrolls were positive, in-
cluding the 215,000 gain, the 5.3% unemployment rate, and
the 2.1% annualized hike in wages. Feeling flush, consumers
pulled out the plastic, resulting in a surge in consumer credit.
The muted 0.1% month-over-month gain in construction spend-
ing did not break up the party mood, given that the annual gain
was 12% compared with June 2014.

July retail sales jumped 0.6%, after a (revised) flat read-
ing in June suggested growth from a stronger-than-anticipated
base. Consumers bought cars and dined out in July, while also
spending on homes & gardens, clothing, and (no surprise) travel
& vacations.

University of Michigan’s consumer sentiment survey lost
a bit of helium, dipping to 92.9 in August from 93.1 in July
and missing the 93.5 consensus call. Perhaps headlines on
China’s stock selloff dented the outlook slightly. But that did
not stop consumers from spending this summer.

New home construction in July jumped to the highest
level in almost eight years, as housing starts reached an annu-
alized rate of 1.21 million units. Rising employment and wages
and still-low interest rates are luring buyers, while a shortage
of existing home inventory is prompting builders to start new
developments. Homebuilder confidence in August reached the
highest level since late 2005.

A FEW PROMISING SIGNS
FOR THE INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY
For the many U.S. companies with extensive operations out-
side the USA, there is not much insulation from strong dollar
impacts on competitiveness and negative currency repatriation;
weak energy impacts on capital investment; and the usual un-
predictable run of geo-political disruptions. The economic data
since the beginning of August does not contain anything really
earth-shattering. Mainly, it extends the now months-old trend
of two economies – one industrial, one consumer-driven – op-
erating along two different tracks. But amid summer lethargy,
we did see a few encouraging data points.

Within the industrial economy, June factory orders re-
bounded strongly with a 1.8% gain after May’s 1.1% decline.
While transportation orders – a volatile and unpredictable cat-
egory – drove the gain, orders for non-defense capital goods
excluding aircraft rose 0.7%. This “core” measure is seen as
an important indicator of business confidence; it also figures
in the GDP equation.

ECONOMIC & MARKET COMMENTARY (CONT.)

U.S. wholesale inventories rose more than expected in
June, another sign that the advance report of 2.3% GDP
growth for 2Q15 may have undercounted actual activity. Fluc-
tuations in energy prices played a role; rising wholesale crude
costs lifts the value of crude stocks and may artificially sig-
nal inventory expansion. But inventories were also lifted by
a surge in agricultural products and industrial goods.

Perhaps the biggest and most encouraging surprise for
industrial economy watchers was the bump up in U.S. In-
dustrial Production, which rose 0.6% in July. Even on a sea-
sonally adjusted basis, this measure often steps down in July
as Auto OEMs retool. But consumer demand is so hot, many
automakers abbreviated their mid-summer shutdowns for the
model-year changeover.

More important, industrial production grew in July for
a second consecutive month, after five preceding months of
decline from January to May. Capacity Utilization climbed
back to 78.0%, up 0.3%. Thanks to the weak first-half per-
formance, capacity utilization is not close to the 80%-plus
level at which inefficiencies and pricing pressure begin to
impact industrial infrastructure.

As if strong dollar and weak energy capex were not
enough, the U.S. industrial economy is wrestling with an ef-
ficiency lag. U.S. worker productivity rose at a 1.3% pace in
2Q15, not keeping up with GDP growth of 2.3%. This mea-
sure may reflect the fact that after a PC-induced spurt in pro-
ductivity a decade or more ago, companies are not making op-
timal use of new tools, from tablets to cloud to Internet of Things.

When productivity lags GDP growth, economists grow
concerned about potential inflation; there are few signs of
price pressures yet, however. As companies become more
adept at utilizing next-generation tools, productivity could
rebound to a rate tracking or even exceeding GDP growth.

CONCLUSION
We are not about to build our industrial economy thesis on
the backs of a few monthly data points. But time and again,
top U.S. corporations have shown the flexibility to adapt to
volatile economic conditions while navigating secular
changes in how the world does business.

Companies have now had nine months to get past the
shock of strong dollar and weak commodity complex. Now
it is a matter of translating those hard lessons learned into
strategies for restoring industrial economy growth in the glo-
bal arena. Continued improvement in industrial-economy data
along with buoyant consumer trends would support our view
that the economy can sustain growth in the 3.0% range in the
second half of 2015.
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